SYMBOLS

Icon Key

PRODUCT SYMBOLS

- Durabody Ceramic
  - Interceramic Colored-Body Porcelain
- Glazed Porcelain
  - Interceramic Through-Body Porcelain
- Unglazed Porcelain

TECHNICAL SYMBOLS

- Interceramic Digital Technology
- Digital Technology
- Lumen FX
- Exterior Applications
- Green Square
- Recycled Content
- Floor & Wall
- Low Variation - The least amount of shade and texture variation attainable in naturally fired clay products
- Moderate Variation - Light to moderate shade and texture variation with in each carton
- High Variation - High shade and texture variation with in each carton
- Unique Faces
- Substantial Variation - Substantial shade and texture variation with in each carton.
- Wall Tile
- Wall Tile

SUITABLE ROOMS

- Living Rooms
- Bathrooms
- Dining Rooms
- Exterior
- Bedrooms
- Commercial
- Kitchens
- Pools